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RELATED PEOPLE
Fritz, Elizabeth (is related to); Fritz, John (is related to); Hartshorne, William Sidney (is related to); Richard Hartshorne, 1888-1975 (is related to); Chandler, Isaac Eaton (is related to); Fritz, Catherine (is related to); Fritz, Sally (is related to); Benjamin Franklin Stroud (is related to); Fritz, Hannah Ann (is related to); Chandler, Allen (is related to); Eaton, Mary (is related to); Harrison, Stephen Decatur (is related to); Holmes, Martha Rosaline (is related to); Hartshorne, Caroline (is related to); Smith, Caroline (is related to); Hartshorne, John (is related to); Hartshorne, John Smith (is related to); Hartshorne, Anna H. (is related to); Smith, Elizabeth (is related to); Harrison, Flavel Roane (is related to); Harrison, Eunice Linford (is related to); Robottom, Eunice (is related to); Chenaweth, Eliza Eaton (is related to); Chenaweth, James (is related to); Smith, Phoebe (is related to); Newcomer, T. H. (is related to); Gurney, J. (is related to); Reimer's Gallery (is related to); Sahlin, Gertrude Chandler (is related to); Jaquith (is related to); Insley (is related to); A. JUDSON & CO. (is related to); Powelson (is related to); Woodward & Taylor (is related to); Fillebrown, Ben (is related to); Hartshorne, Ellen Sahlin (is related to); Sahlin, Axeline Örtendahl (is related to); Sahlin, Axel (is related to); Penelope Hartshorne Batcheler, 1928-2007 (is related to); Sahlin, Olle (is related to); George Dewey Batcheler, Jr., 1927-2009 (is related to); Bell, Nancy Hartshorne (is related to); Richard Hartshorne, 1888-1975 (is related to); Hartshorne, John Fritz (is related to); Boëthius, Axel (is related to); Boëthius, Essie Sahlin (is related to); Gerda Fahlberg Boëthius, d. 1974 (is related to); Boëthius, Simon Bertil (is related to); Boëthius, Per Ullric (is related to); Boëthius, Eva (is related to)
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Anna H. Hartshorne and her maternal grandmother Phoebe (née Ward) Smith
Allan Chandler
Allan Chandler ambrotype portrait, 1870
Ben Fillebrown's mother (unconfirmed) ambrotype portrait, 1850
Aunt Hannah Stroud ambrotype portrait, 1855
Benjamin Franklin Stroud ambrotype portrait, 1855
Aunt Lib Russell daguerreotype, 1851
Aunt Sally Fritz ambrotype portrait, 1857
William S. Hartshorne daguerreotype, 1850
Elizabeth Fritz [Mrs. Hiram Russell] ambrotype portrait, 1851
Eliza Eaton Chenaweth
Decatur and Rosaline Harrison
Elizabeth Fritz Russell
Rosaline Holmes Harrison (Mrs. S. Decatur Harrison) with dead baby
Mary Eaton Chandler and Allen Chandler daguerreotype, 1851
William Sidney (probably), Anna H., and Caroline Hartshorne daguerreotype, 1846
William S. Hartshorne ambrotype portrait, 1857
John Hartshorne and Caroline [Smith] Hartshorne family portrait daguerreotype, 1850
Woman wearing a hoop skirt tintype portrait, 1858
Rosaline Holmes Harrison [Mrs. Stephen Decatur Harrison] with deceased child daguerreotype, 1850
Seated child wearing a light colored short dress daguerreotype, 1843
Seated man holding a cane daguerreotype, 1842
Seated man wearing a checked vest and seated woman wearing a striped silk dress ambrotype portraits, 1857
Elizabeth Smith [Mrs. Lawrence Hartshorne] albumen portrait, 1853
Woman wearing daycap and dark shawl daguerreotype, 1843
Hannah Ann Fritz Stroud and Benjamin Franklin Stroud ambrotype portrait, 1855
Elizabeth Fritz Russell ambrotype portrait, 1856
Kate Fritz daguerreotype, 1855
Richard Hartshorne albumen portrait, 1888
Seated child in pattern printed dress daguerreotype, circa 1850-1859
John Fritz daguerreotype, 1848
Man wearing a spotted vest Cutting ambrotype portrait, 1854
Stephen Decatur Harrison
Isaac Eaton Chandler and Catherine Fritz Chandler ambrotype portrait, circa 1850-1859
Dollhouse of Ellen Fritz Sahlin Hartshorne photograph, 1987
Ellen Sahlin Hartshorne photograph, 1916
Ellen Sahlin Hartshorne postcard album
ESH: Correspondence: Handmade Valentines from friends and family, 1969, undated
PHB: Correspondence: Christmas, Valentine's Day, and birthday poems and cards written and exchanged by PHB and GDB, 2005, undated
Group portrait honoring John Fritz at Bethlehem Inn Company office
Hiroshige II Japanese prints, "Rough Sketches of Japanese Geography"
Richard Hartshorne III
Untitled photograph album from the Batcheler, Hartshorne, and Sahlin families papers [Red cover]
Batcheler, Hartshorne, and Sahlin families photograph album, 1914-1936
Batcheler, Hartshorne, and Sahlin collection photographic negatives, circa 1920s
Locket with photographic portraits of two men, 1848
Agfa color plates: Greenfield Farm 1930s
Letter from Axeline Örtendahl Sahlin to Gertrude Chandler Sahlin
Letter from Axel Sahlin to Robert Chandler Sahlin
Letter from Robert Chandler Sahlin to Axel Sahlin
Letter from Gertrude Chandler Sahlin to Robert Chandler Sahlin
Ellen Sahlin Hartshorne letter to Gertrude Chandler Sahlin, May 16, 1911
Robert Chandler Sahlin drawing by Ellen Sahlin Hartshorne
Penelope Hartshorne Batcheler letter to Richard Hartshorne and Ellen Sahlin Hartshorne, July 7, 1953
Isaac Eaton Chandler and Catherine Fritz marriage certificate, 1857
Speech given by John Fritz at his seventieth birthday dinner
Olle Sahlin letter to Penelope Hartshorne Batcheler, May 10, 2001
"A History of Greenfield Farm"
Arch Street Meeting House layout changes
The Judge's Shack: Statement of Significance
George and Penelope Batcheler
Ellen Sahlin Hartshorne on Ellen's Isle photographs, 1920, 1950
Ellen Sahlin and Richard Hartshorne engagement photograph, 1916
Hartshorne family Christmas photograph, circa 1940s
Ellen Sahlin Hartshorne cutting Richard Hartshorne's hair photograph
Richard Hartshorne United States Navy photograph, 1918
Sahlin family portrait photograph, 1907
Axel Sahlin in Brazil
Gertrude Chandler Sahlin photographs, 1875-1911
Robert Chandler Sahlin photographs
Axel Boëthius
Boëthius family photographs
Interior of the home of George and Penelope Batcheler
Hartshorne family reunion at Ellen's Isle photograph, 1988
Richard Hartshorne at Ellen's Isle photograph, 1946
Cabin at Greenfield Farm
Greenfield Farm house
The Judge’s Shack
Penelope Hartshorne Batcheler in Sweden
George and Penelope Batcheler’s cabin in New Hampshire
Richard Hartshorne negatives
Portrait of Richard Hartshorne
Home of Richard Hartshorne in Newark, NJ
Ellen Sahlin Hartshorne with Dickie and Jackie photographs